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Answer: B
Explanation:
Option A and B are invalid because mapping keys to services
cannot be done via either the 1AM or bucket policy Option D is
invalid because keys for 1AM users cannot be assigned to
services This is mentioned in the AWS Documentation The
kms:ViaService condition key limits use of a customer-managed
CMK to requests from particular AWS services. (AWS managed CMKs
in your account, such as aws/s3, are always restricted to the
AWS service that created them.) For example, you can use
kms:V1aService to allow a user to use a customer managed CMK
only for requests that Amazon S3 makes on their behalf. Or you
can use it to deny the user permission to a CMK when a request
on their behalf comes from AWS Lambda.
For more information on key policy's for KMS please visit the
following URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developereuide/policy-co
nditions.html The correct answer is: Use the kms:ViaServtce
condition in the Key policy Submit your Feedback/Queries to our
Experts

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You have an application that uses an Azure SQL Database.
The database becomes corrupt and is not usable.
You must configure point in time recovery to replace the
database.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/blog/azure-sql-database-point
-in-time-restore/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following protocols were designed to avoid loops
on a Layer 2 network? (Select TWO)
A. Spanning tree
B. 802.1d
C. QoS
D. 802.1q
E. RIPv2
F. OSPF
Answer: A,B
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